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‘ This invention f relates to‘ bottle closures 
particularly adapted for use with bottlesfor 

- medicinal liquids. _ One‘object of the inven 
tion is to provide'a bottle closurehnakinga 
tight ‘and: permanent seal which willbe'un 
affected by repeated opening of the bottle. 
Ar further object of the invention is to pro— 
vide a closurelof the screw threaded type 
having alarge area ‘of frictional contact'servé 

"1 ing to prevent accidental opening. " A further 
objectis to provide a closure which will form 
a tight‘ seal" independent of slight manufac 
turing variations in the dimensions of the 
various, parts. Additional objects ‘will ap 

flil pear from the following‘ ‘description and 
claims: > _ - V . 

Referring‘ to the drawings—— ~ _ 

Fig. 1 is a side elevationof a: bottle pro: 
_ I ‘vided with the improved ‘closure; . 

~ Fig. 2 is adetail of the bottleneck with the 
cap removed; , I 1 

' Fig. 3 is a section showing the bottle neck' 
with the cap removed and slightly spaced 

v therefrom ; - l . 

41“ Fig. 4 is a similar view showing the cap in 
, lace; 
p vFig. 5 
and ‘ . 

1 Fig. 6 is a transverse section through the 
washer. 1 p _ p ' 

The‘ bottle 10, preferably of glass and of 
any desired shape, is provided with a neck 11 
apertured at 12 for the vpassage of liquid. 

_ Theen'd of this aperture adjacent the mouth 

is‘ a plan view of a ‘sealing wash-er; 

m" of the bottle is constricted at 13 forming 
an outlet edge 14, the purpose of which will 
appear below. This edge is preferably 
abrupt and not beveled off and, in the case f 
SllO‘VIléflS formed by the junction of the sub 

1 l Stantially cylindrical constricted ‘portion of 
the aperture 12 and the flat‘ top ‘of the bottle. 

I. The outside of the bottleneck is provided 
with screw threads‘ 15 which may be formed 

,_ duringthe molding of the bottle in the usual 
" manner. ' 

Fitting over the top of the bottle‘ is a cap 16 
preferably formedof sheet metal of a flexible 
and elastic nature, such'as brass. The gen 

,“ erally cylindrical side walls of the cap are 
‘1 screw threadedat 17 to engage the screw 

threads:v 15'01'1 the bottle. The top‘ l8~of the 
cap is substantially ?at except for an indené 
tationl19 at its center. This indentation may 
be of any desired shape, but ‘is preferably 
rounded or conical so'that it tends to project 
inwardly‘ of the 'constrictedportion 13 when ’ 
the cap isscrewed in place on the-bottle. j 
,lVithinlthe-cap is placed a‘washer 20 which ' 
may be faced‘ with “a sheet of foil 21. ‘ t V 
As the cap is screwed uponvthe bottle the 

washer is pressed by the indentation 19 ?rmly ' 
against the edge 14 landforms therewitha 
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?uid-tight seat. Dueto the elastic nature of ’ 
thebottle cap and thespacin‘g of the inden 
tation‘ 19 from thecylindrical ‘side wall‘of 

' the ‘cap; the topofthe cap will be sprung up 
wardly 'a slight/amount when the cap is 

results ina'constant yielding‘pre‘ssure against 
the washeniforming a-tight seal and exerting 
a constant strain on’the screw threads and 
the washer ‘ ' 

is I‘ avoided. ‘ ~ . ‘ . 

,As a fu-rtherdesirable- re?nement I prefer‘ 
to form a slanting ledge. or'abutment 23-on 
the-iouter surface‘of the bottle neck positioned 
‘so that the bottom edge 24: of the cap will 
strike it when“ the cap isscrewed down the 
desired amount; ‘The contact between the 

‘ abutment 23 and the edge 24 of the cap in 
creases'the area of frictional ‘contact which 
holds the cap in place on the bottle. The 
abutment 23 'is'not designed to add substan~ 
tia'lly to the ?uid tightness of the’seal but acts 
to'mak'e more secure theiTetention ofthe cap‘ 
upon the bottle during handling or shipment. 

It'will beiobserved that due to‘ the elastic 
character of’the seal and due to ‘the interpo 
sition of the sealing washer between the cap 
and the bottle a tight seal will be obtained ir 
respective of slight 'inaniiifacturing'variations 
int-he dimensions of'jthe parts. ‘The abrupt; 
ness of the shoulder 14 also aids in this re 
spect since the edgerlél presses into-the mate; 
rialof the washer and makes a very tight 
contact at that point. The‘closure‘ described 
particularly‘ adapts itself to use with the au 
tomatic bottle filling and closing machines, 
since the cap can be screwedTdown' against 
the abutment 23 by the usual‘ automatic mech- l 

[screwed down. This bending of the cap top ‘ 

‘sov'that any tendency to unloosen _ 



‘a container andiliquid " shaker. The‘ con 
stricted mouth port1on,_13j serves as afshaker 

71,788,’ 3i 
anisin,yan_d the suddenly increased resistance 
to rotation at this point will throw out the 
automatic cap screwing mechanism without’ 
danger of variation in the degree of sealing. 
The sealing, it will: be understood, is already, 
complete before the cap strikes the abutment.‘ 
Some of _ the advantages of the invention, 

in addition to those mentionechcan readily be 
vunderstood from the following ,considera-W 
tions. The species of bottle shown serves as 

nozzle for the bottle. The advantage is that I 
the bottle ‘may be made. otza-sifngllepieceof ‘ 

;, glass and the use of a‘ separate stopper with 
av metal nozzle is‘ avoided. < In making the 

‘ typeoftbottle shown the practice is .o?course 
to mold it in ‘a bottle-making‘machine.v‘The ‘ 
molding- operation, however, does not ordi 
narlly or uniformly result:1n a flat bottle 

' top; Thereare usually some irregularities in 
' the top-surfacei" So it an ordinary cap clo 
sure with a washer but withoutthe structure 
and function providedbythe depressed-por 

.= ti'on;19 were: used, the sealing \vould~not-usu~ 
I ally be tight around the aperture 13, particé 

it ‘reaches the ‘ultimate user. ‘ 

ularly as the cap‘is repeatedly screwed on and 
01f by the user and particularly if-the surface ‘ ' ' I‘ 
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wall to provide an elastically de?ectable 
area, and a sealing washer within the cap 
adapted to be pressed into the aperture and 
against the shoulder by the elasticity of the 
top of the cap when the cap is screwed down. ‘ 

2. A; bottle closure comprising vagbottle 
having-a, neck aperturedfor the passage of 
liquid, said aperture being constricted adja 
cent the mouth of the bottle to present a 
shoulder, screw threadson the outside of the 
bottle neck, a'?eX-ible elastic metallic cap pro 
vided ‘ withv screw threadsiinterengaging with 
those‘ on the bottle neck and having an in 
dentationat the” center of its upper surface 
‘and spaced‘ from its screw threaded side 
wall to provide an elastically de?ectable 
area, ‘a sealingwasherwithin the cap adapted 
to ‘be ‘pressed into-the aperture and against 
the shoulder by the elasticityof the top of 
the-- caplwherithe cap __is screy'veddown, and 
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an} abutment on. the voutsideliof the bottle , 
neck positioned‘ to . resist. further movement 
ofthe' capatter'its. top has been ‘de?ected 
a predetermined amount. 

In: testimony, whereof 
signature. ‘ I ' 

Thomas, B.’ STEPHENSON. 
I have a?ixed my 

adjacent the edge‘ of the aperture were 3 i 
I‘ slightly depressed which isthe tendency in 
the glass molding operation. Andifthe‘cap 
without depressionv 19 were‘ screwed" on. ._ ‘ tightly en‘oughyby machinery at the factory ‘7 

to make a goodseal, then the closure wouldbe 
,Cll?lCLllt to remove by‘ ahand operation when 

By "the combination of the invention the r " 
depression 19 causes a tight seal but: only 
‘over. ,a small aimularv-area immediately 
around the outlet of aperture 13., This seal 
has the nature of aspring-seal; Thecapuis 
easy to remove by hand and easy to. apply ' 
by hand so the nser-likesit, not only because 
it works well>,_but because of its sheer; S1111: 
plicity. The seal is madewithout regard to 
any of the usual; irregularities produced in 
the glass molding operations. ' Thug-my in 
vention may be applied to What-'wonld; be 
an ordinary metal; cap; closure by- "for-ming 

' the depression‘ 19, and then usingtheclosure 
with the particular, 7 bottle and without 
troubling the bottle maker for more than his I 
usual accuracy 1n the surfaces of; his struc-- ‘ 
ture. ' ' 

'=- , \Vhat- I claim is: 
LA bottle closure. comprising; a; bottle 

having a, neck apertured for the passage of 
liquid, said, aperture being’ vconstricted adja 
cent. the mouth of the bottle-to present a 
shoulder, screw. threads‘v on; the outside; of the 
bottle neck, a flexible elastic metallic carp 
provided Y with- ,screw- threads; interengaging ' 
with those on; the bottle neck. and havingean 
indentation at'lthe center oft-its“ upper sur 

? iiaeeand spacedffrom its}screwfthreadedside I 
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